Tutorial: How To Use Pinterest to benefit business

Pinterest is a popular website that allows users to share images and ideas
from all over the web with their friends. Pinterest also allows users to
collect and categorize these ideas into different areas. Essentially, it is like
ripping pages out of your favorite books, magazines, or newspapers and
storing them in organized boxes – all on the web.

This site, unlike Facebook or Twitter, is very heavily dominated by female
users and has experienced unprecedented growth in the last year. One
feature that stands above other social networking sites is the opportunity
Pinterest gives businesses to market their products, reach a vast
consumer base, and actually generate sales.

Once an item is shared on Pinterest, it links back to the business’s website,
where the customer can buy the product. No other social networking site
operates on a click-to-buy system like this.

Additionally, Pinterest allows a business to connect with their Twitter,
Facebook, and website so that all of their fans and friends can view their
products.

Demographic Information

How It Works
(Using Michael Kors’s Pinterest as an example)

This is what a user’s Pinterest account looks like. Each box, or “board”, is a
category containing similar images or styles. (Ex: Shoes, Watch Out for
Watches, etc.)

Once you click on a board, you can view all of the images and ideas posted into
that category. In this example, you can view all of the watch styles. As you
can see from below the images, people comment, repin (which means post to
their own personal account), or like an image. They can then choose to share
those things with their friends on Facebook and Twitter.
After you click on an image to view it in a larger screen, the following appears.

Once you view the image, you can see the source (at the top via ___ ) and click
through to the website, shown below.

Then, once a user sees a product they like, they have an opportunity to
purchase it without going through the hassle of searching in stores or online
to do so.
The following are buttons that allow businesses to share images over social
networks.

